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“Ye Ishq Ishq hai ishq”… Every generation has told its successors how they “Ye Ishq Ishq hai ishq”… Every generation has told its successors how they “Ye Ishq Ishq hai ishq”… Every generation has told its successors how they “Ye Ishq Ishq hai ishq”… Every generation has told its successors how they 
feel love has changed. Does love really change or is it merely their perceptions? feel love has changed. Does love really change or is it merely their perceptions? feel love has changed. Does love really change or is it merely their perceptions? feel love has changed. Does love really change or is it merely their perceptions? 
How can we know that? The only way to answer this question is to travel How can we know that? The only way to answer this question is to travel How can we know that? The only way to answer this question is to travel How can we know that? The only way to answer this question is to travel 
through the past.through the past.through the past.through the past.    
    
    They say art and literature are mirrors of society, and though Bolly-They say art and literature are mirrors of society, and though Bolly-They say art and literature are mirrors of society, and though Bolly-They say art and literature are mirrors of society, and though Bolly-
wood movies are far from pure art, it is possible to find truth hidden amongst wood movies are far from pure art, it is possible to find truth hidden amongst wood movies are far from pure art, it is possible to find truth hidden amongst wood movies are far from pure art, it is possible to find truth hidden amongst 
the fantasy. These movies reflect their period: the language, fashion and, the fantasy. These movies reflect their period: the language, fashion and, the fantasy. These movies reflect their period: the language, fashion and, the fantasy. These movies reflect their period: the language, fashion and, 
most importantly, expression of love during that time. Let’s rewind and start most importantly, expression of love during that time. Let’s rewind and start most importantly, expression of love during that time. Let’s rewind and start most importantly, expression of love during that time. Let’s rewind and start 
from the time we now know as the "Golden Era". Come, join us in this melodi-from the time we now know as the "Golden Era". Come, join us in this melodi-from the time we now know as the "Golden Era". Come, join us in this melodi-from the time we now know as the "Golden Era". Come, join us in this melodi-
ous journey of Bollywood songs, and we will see different facets of love. We ous journey of Bollywood songs, and we will see different facets of love. We ous journey of Bollywood songs, and we will see different facets of love. We ous journey of Bollywood songs, and we will see different facets of love. We 
will see, how women became bolder and more expressive in showing their affec-will see, how women became bolder and more expressive in showing their affec-will see, how women became bolder and more expressive in showing their affec-will see, how women became bolder and more expressive in showing their affec-
tion. We believe the basic essence of love has remained unaltered. So, what hastion. We believe the basic essence of love has remained unaltered. So, what hastion. We believe the basic essence of love has remained unaltered. So, what hastion. We believe the basic essence of love has remained unaltered. So, what has    
changed? We’ll let you decide that…changed? We’ll let you decide that…changed? We’ll let you decide that…changed? We’ll let you decide that…    
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  Deb,     Bhusan  
  Snigdha,   Mugdha 
 
Presentation:  Jyotsna Surendra 
 
Digital Master:  Mugdha 

 
Dholak, Tabla, Congas, Bongos: 
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Concept and Guidance, Keyboards:  
 

Surendra Rajak 
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